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A theorem on the normalcy 
of completely continuous operators. 
By T S E - P E I CHIANG in Peking (China). 
Let A be a completely continuous operator in a Hilbert space .£>, and 
let the eigenvalues of the operator A and of the non-negative selfadjoint 
operator A*A be denoted by a, and x, ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) respectively, which are 
so arranged that 
(1) l a j s l « , ! ^ ..., x . S * ^ . . . - . 
Long ago 1. SCHUR [1] proved the following inequalities 
(2) + ( » = 1 , 2 . . . . ) , 
where . 
(3 ) ¿; = | « . F ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Recently H . W E Y L [ 2 ] showed that the inequalities 
(4) <pVd + <p(lJ+---+<p('.,.)^<p(*i) + <p(x2)+---+<p(xr) (v=l,2,...) 
hold for every function q>(x) which is defined on [0, °o) and increasing, 
such that <p(e-;) is a convex function of More recently G. P 6 L Y A [3] gave 
an elementary proof of Weyl's inequality. These facts led me to extend 
a theorem of H A R D Y - L I T T L E W O O D - P 6 L Y A [4] (see theorem 1). By means of this 
extension it can be shown that if ip(x) is any strictly increasing convex func-
tion defined on [0, «>), then the condition 
(N) lim ( 2 > ( * ' ) -
implies the normalcy of the operator A (see theorem 2). Of course this class 
of functions </'(*) is much narrower than the class of functions g>(x) figuring 
in Weyl's theorem. We remark that our theorem is not true for the class of 
functions <p(x). A counter example will be,given at the end of this paper. 
We start with the 
D e f i n i t i o n . A sequence of numbers a u « 4 , . . . is said to be quasi-
majorised by a sequence of numbers «,, a . , , . . . , if the following conditions 
i > M ) = o 
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are satisfied 
(>) « i k O . ' ( / — 1 , 2 , . . . ) , • 
(ii) a\ ^ a.', £ . . . , « , S f f » g . . . , . 
(iii) «; + » : + . . . + « ; , ^ « , - l - a j - ] - . , . - ( - „ „ (v = 1, 2 , . . 
(iv) lim l ^ « ; — 
,7^= L'=l '=1 
0. 
T h e o r e m I. Let {ai} and {a,} be two sequences of-numbers, suck 
that a'ta0, «, g 0 ( / = 1, 2 , . . . ) and 
«,' ^ «i . . ., « i g a a S . . . . 
The sequence {«,'} isquasi-majorised by the sequence {<*;} if and only if there 
exist two sequences of positive integers 
n.^n^g . .., Vy<v*_< ... with Ui^v/ ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 
so that for every positive integer k we can find vj. non-negative numbers 
(5) tfiiisO ( f , " — 1, 2, . . . , vk) 
such that 
¿ > ; t = l ( i * = l , 2 , . . . , n ) , ¿ ' / # > = 1 ( " = 1 , 2 n ) ,'=1 /1=1 ^ 
and 
''t "t 
(6) « ; , = ^ « „ (i ,« + nk) a;v. == <*v, y - 1 " v—\ 
furthermore 
lim Z p « t r " v — « n k (7) I i•«>'—«.',. = 0 . 
P r o o f . That the condition is sufficient, is evident. To prove the neces-
sity we need the following lemmas. 
L e m m a I. Suppose a,—a, is the first negative difference among the 
differences «¡—«i (/=1,2,...), and « « 4 the last positive difference which 
precedes «!—a',, /. e. 
( r = 1, 2 , . . . , k— 1), 
< aI;, «A+1 = «1+1, •. •, "i-i = «f-1, a? > a;. 
// take 
(8) = P + «,==(> —T, 
and define a by 
(9) • ff=max(|«i—\«'i— 
then and the sequence of numbers {«<} is quasi-majorised by 
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the sequence of numbers {<*"} which is defined as 
< T ) 
r + a T — a 
2 r ^ 2-r ' 
R — a T + <T 
(f =r 0-
Moreover, for the sequence {a"} so defined, at least one of the equalities 
= ak> a" = a't'is true. ' 
This has been proved by H A R D Y , L I T T L E W O O D and P O L Y A [ 3 , p. 4 7 — 
48] when both sequences are supposed to be null after a finite number of 
terms. However their proof remains valid for the present lemma almost word 
for word. 
Suppose «,—A\ >0 . Then, if we apply the transformation T (see above 
lemma) to the sequence {«, } successively, the first element «, must be affected 
after a finite number of times. For, if not, we shall have 
11 a 
(io) =£«'—<«; ( n = i , 2 , . . . ) , 
<•=1 
which contradicts to the hypothesis that lim I ^ a;—£ a'; = 0 . „— V.=i i=\ J 
Let m be the least number of times for the first element a l to be affected 
in the successive application of the transformations T. Then the sequence {a*} 
arising from {«,-} by the /n-times successive application of the transforma-
tions T, will enjoy the following properties: 
1) {«,'} is quasi-majorised by { 
2) There exist rir non-negative numbers 
p.,,,.^0 . (u, ) ' = 1, 2 , . . . , n) 
with . 
, £ / > „ , . = 1 (.« = 1 ,2 , . . . , / ? ) , 2p,.r=l (v=\,2,. . .,n), 
so that 
11 
f n = y ^ P „ v a r ( . " = 1, 2 , . . . , n), «', = «„ (« = n + 1, n + 2,...). 
r-1 ' ' 
j «.« = «?• (1 ,»4= 1, [I /!„), 
I a[ g a', g «*,, 
where nu is an integer, 1 < n„ ^ n. Moreover, at least one of the equalities . 
= « ' „ „ = < is true. 
r 1-
4 ) ^ a,-—¿'«¡•S«, — a\ (\^v<n). 
i 
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Thus we have proved the > ' 
L e m m a 2. Let the sequence {«i} be quasi-majorised by the sequence 
{«;}• If «1—«! >0 and if a, — a', is the first which is negative among the 




(f = 1 , 2 , . . . , n), \ ^p,lv== 1 ( " = ! • ; 2 ,...,n),' 
01) 
= ¿ " / V ay (,« =(= 1,-,'< 4= /l„), 
V=1 . 
v^i \ 
where n„ is a certain positive integer, 1 <nu^h, and 
(12) 2 " « , — — «i ( l ^ f < n ) . i=i i=i , 
Moreover, among the two inequalities in (11), at least one equality sign holds, 
; i 
We now proceed to the proof of the necessity part of theorem I. 
By means of lemma 2, the sequence of transformation matrices 
(13) ~ " 1» 2 , . . . ) 
required in the theorem, is obtained subsequently. It remains to show 
(14) * lim ( ¿ p m , = 0. 
k — a> W=1 1 1 J 
To prove this, we suppose to the contrary that 





r - i, T • 2 
where N„ is a certain fixed positive integer. Then we shall have 
1=1 1=1 \ . i 
which is evidently contrary to the hypothesis. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. \ ' , 
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. T h e o r e m 2. Let y(x) be a strictly increasing convex function defined 
on [0, °o). Then the condition 
(N). lim ( ¿ ^ i * , - ) — j | i > ( * i ) ) = 0. 
V'=l ' = > J 
implies the normalcy of the operator A. 
P r o o f . We have [2] 
( } *(*.) + + ^ «M*i) + V W + : • •  + V ^ r ) (f = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Let 
( i6) « ; = v ( o ) , « i = « H Q ) ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Then the sequence of numbers {«!} is quasi-majorised by the sequence of 
numbers {«,}, and by theorem I, there exist two sequences of positive inte-
gers 
V,<1» 2 <. . . With II; = 1'; (f = 1,2 ) 
so that, for every positive integer k, we can find non-negative numbers 
(.",*'= 1 , 2 , . . . , vk) with 
vL. rk 








"u = av (1 ^ ^ n , « =j= /1*), 
V — 1 
"i ' — X1 fir) f S = 2*P»kv «>•> y=. 1 
lim f ar — a' I = 0, 
1 = 1 l r= l } 
rk W . u ) = ^ P ( u l v(*r ) (1 ,« ^ n , ,« =1= 17,,), 
1' • I 
rk 
r=\ 
Hm i Z / j f ^ V W — V ( A - » ) ) = 0, 
/••: :X V.».--| . . . / 
Vt 
( = 2pt.i<p(*>) (1 5§ ft f£ Vk, (I =f= «,,), I r—-1 
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K 
where'#fc= ¿ ' p i ^ W - H e n c e 0 k ^ O , and l im0 t = O. Since the 
v— 1 k — oo 






• r ' v ^ « ) s 'Epfv (i 
r= 1 
^ = . Z / ^ (1 fl =J= /2fc), 
where <% = ( V C ^ ) + — H e n c e « [ & 0 and lim0l = O. It follows, 
fc-* x 
by summing up these vk inequalities, 
(22). . 1 ^=1 i. e. 
(23) . e i ^ Z ^ - Z ^ -
On the other hand 
£1=1 
(24) Z ^ - Z ^ O . 
Hence 
lim = 0 -
fc->X V.Û l H=1 / 
That is to say 
(M) lim = 
/(-*:» V«=l ,«=1 / 
Thus the proof of the theorem 2 will be complete, if we are able to prove 
that the condition (N , ) implies the normalcy of the operator A. For this, we 
need several lemmas. 
L e m m a 3. Let « be an eigenvalue of order v of the operator A. Then 
there exists a set of v orthonormal vectors <f,, f -2, • • • , <Pv, so that 
it 
A<pu= £-aUj<Pj (/' = 1,2, . . . , - f ) 
with au=a.22= ... = avv = or. 
A 13 
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L e m m a 4. Let E,,£2,.. be a set of m orthonormal vectors and 
r = l 
Suppose y is an eigenvalue of order- n of the operator A, and that the cha-
racteristic function of the matrix 
( A' 
fin fin. 
V fim 1 fim 2 • • • fimi 
and (x—y)" are relatively prime. Then there exist n vectors j?,, tj.2, ..., rin, 
so that 
1) li> ti, • • •, £m, Vu V« is a set °f m + n orthonormal vectors, 
m+i 
2) Arji= »>,„+,• j i)j ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . , n) with j=i 
Vm+l, "i-t-1 = vm+i, m±2 = = " ' * = Vjii+II. 111+11 = = /• 
By lemmas 3, 4, there exists an orthonormal system of vectors , , . . . , 
such that the closed linear manifold f t generated from these vectors is inva-
riant under the transformation A, and 
(25) A <0; — a; 1 CO, + a; ,2 co.2 -f- . • . + au ">t ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
with an = a, ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . But 
¿¡(A'Aa,l>mi)^ (n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) , 
¿ ( A m , ; Arot) ^ ¿ X , - (n = 1 ,2 , . . .), 
>•==1 1=1 
• Z ko-r ^ ¿*i (n = 1,2,...), 
l. e. 
or 
i. .7=1. 1 » 
or 
(26) 2 K f ^ (n = 1, 2 , . . . ) . 
¡, j=. l, 2 , w 
From (26) and the condition (AT,) it results immediately 
' 7- 3 
Hence a,-j = 0 ( / > / ; / , / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) and 
A at, = a,rr); (/=1,2,...). 
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Let 91 be the orthogonal complement of 5DÍ. If to is any vector of unit norm 
in then we have 
II X »4-1 
2 (A'A«>;, «>,) + (A* Am, (n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) , 1=1 i=i 
i. e. 
>i «+i 
+ ( n = 1 , 2 , . . .) , 
,=i ,=i 
or 
(27) . ( A M « , ® ) ^ ^ * , - — ¿ A , ] + *B+i (n = 1, 2 , . . . ) . 
Condition (M) and (27) together with that lim *„ = 0 imply 
M -»- X 
(AM CO, to) = 0, (i4co, Aco) = 0. 
Hence j4O> = 0 for every a>£9i. This proves the normalcy of the operator A. 
* 
We conclude this paper by giving an example to show that theorem 2 
is no longer true, if the function tf>(x) is supposed to be strictly increasing 
on [0, ), so that ip(e¡) is a convex function of t Let 
( J«. ( O i * £ l ) , 
. < ' < " < - > • 
Then 
! ¿ ( — o o < ^ 0 ) , 
Evidently tp(x) is a strictly increasing function defined on [0, °o), and V ( e 0 
is a convex function of Suppose A is linear operator in the 2-dimensional 
Euclidean space. Using matrix notation, we let 
- hi 1 ¡ . 
The eigenvalues of A are . a1 = a 2 = | / 2 (hence = = 2) and the eigen-
values of A*A are = 4, * 2 = 1 . Now 
V W + V ( ^ = 2 ^ ( 2 ) = 2 ( M | + l') = 4, 
V W + V W = V( 4) + v o ) = ( ^ J + 1 ] + 1 = 4. 
Hence + I + But A is not normal. This gives a counter 
example. . 
Thus 
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